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ABSTRACT.   The underlying question considered in this paper is whether

or not the purposeful introduction of random elements, effectively governed by

a probability distribution, into a calculation may lead to constructions of num-

ber-theoretic functions that are not available by deterministic means.   A meth-

odology for treating this question is developed, using an effective mapping of

the space of infinite sequences over a finite alphabet into itself.    The distribu-

tion characterizing the random elements, under the mapping, induces a new dis-

tribution.   The property of a distribution being recursive is defined.   The funda-

mental theorem states that recursive distributions induce only recursive distribu-

tions.   A function calculated by any probabilistic means is called i/i-calculable.

For a class of such calculations, these functions are recursive.    Relative to

Church's thesis, this leads to an extension of that thesis:   Every ^-effectively

calculable function is recursive.   In further development, a partial order on

distributions is defined through the concept of "inducing."   It is seen that a

recursive atom-free distribution induces any recursive distribution.   Also, there

exist distributions that induce, but are not induced by, any recursive distribu-

tion.   Some open questions are mentioned.

I.   Introduction.   The theorems of Go'del and Church place crucial bounds on

the possibilities of mathematical deduction and constructability.   We can ask

whether the notion of constructability of functions, sets, or numbers might be

augmented by introducing a random process at any stage, and then consider the

construction in a new, probabilistic, sense.   We will show, in a sense described

in §VII, that nothing new can be gained in this way that is not already available

deterministically.

It is possible that such a question first occurred because of the use, in cer-

tain cases, of "Monte Carlo" methods.   These concern the technique of using

random sampling to obtain estimates of the answers to—even nonprobabilistic —

computational problems.   The question can be construed as abstract and is

mathematically relevant.   One pioneering paper [de Leeuw, Moore, Shannon, and
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Shapiro] treated and settled a particular case of part of the general theory we de-

velop here.

We will formulate the questions and answers in the language of recursive

function theory, although our notions about computing machines will often provide

the motivation.   The machines can be considered to be Turing machines, aug-

mented by a random device (such as a coin, a die, or a geiger counter) that will

provide an input to the machine as often as it is required.   The random elements

thus provided can be considered to affect the output (printed symbols on the tape)

of the machine.

For the purpose of the theorems, we imagine such a machine and stochastic

element generating device that gives rise to a finite or infinite sequence of out-

put symbols.   In such a general setting, it seems appropriate to consider the

theory of a structure that maps arbitrarily long random sequences into other such

sequences.   We shall investigate the nature of these output sequences, as gov-

erned by the nature of the machine and the stochastic element generating device.

II.   Preliminaries.   For our purpose, we can consider sequences of elements

each of which is only 0 or  1.   Let H denote the space of infinite sequences of

O's and l's.   Let © denote the space of finite sequences of O's and l's.   The

empty sequence is denoted by  0.   For a £ © and ß € H U &, a. * ß will be the

concatenation of a followed by ß.   We have that (*), for a, ß e ©, is a recur-

sive operation under a mapping of © x 0 to  0.

We define a partial order on ©.   For af ß e ©, let  a < ß if there is a  re©

such that  ß = a *r.   This ordering can be extended to  H U © by the definition that

x < y  if and only if x £ &  and there is a z £ H U © such that y = x * z.   x < y

if and only if x < y or x = y.

For 6 e©, let  \6\ = length (60, a(<9) be the number of l's  in 6, and biß)

be the number of O's  in 0.   We have that  \6\, aid), and biß) ate recursive func-

tions.   For x £ H U ©,  let xk denote the zeth element of x, x(¿) denote the ini-

tial segment of x of length  k, and  x^  ' = 0.

Let  six) = Z._. x. ' 2~l.   s  is the natural map of sequences onto real num-

bers in the closed interval  [0, l].

Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers and Q the rationals. There

are canonical maps, recursive, 1-1, and onto, between 0, N, and Q, and their

finite cartesian products. Recursive functions are maps from Nk to N, but we

will freely speak of recursive functions from any of 0, N, Q, and their finite

cartesian products to any other of these and we will have in mind the reduction

to the common case under composition with the canonical maps envisaged above.

Let /: © —* © be a function that is monotone with respect to the ordering

on ©.   For x £ H,   let fix) = supi/(ö)| 6 < x\.   Then J is a function from  H to
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H U 0, and it is a natural extension of /.

For 0 £ 0, let He={x £ H\ 0 < x\.   In other words,  Hg is the set of ele-

ments of H with initial segment 0.   We note that  Hq   = H.

III.   Recursive real numbers.   We shall be concerned with the class of recur-

sive real numbers.   A real number r is said to be recursive if there is a recursive

function f:  N —> Q such that  |r - /(«)| < 1/tz.   This means that there are arbi-

trarily close, recursive, rational-valued approximations to r.

We have implicitly used the definition of real numbers by means of Cauchy

sequences.   Real numbers may also be defined by binary expansions and by

Dedekind cuts, though the different theories yield the same real numbers.   To

each theory, there corresponds a definition of recursivity [Specker] and it is true

that the different definitions yield the same class of recursive real numbers

[Robinson], [Myhill].   There are, however, analytic differences.   For instance,

in the theory of binary real numbers, even addition is not a recursive function,

while for Cauchy-recursive real numbers, every elementary function is recursive.

In particular, if a recursive distribution (§IV below) is defined in terms of binary-

recursive real numbers, the theorems to follow will not, in general, be true.

We will, however, say for later use (Theorem 4, §VI) that a binary sequence

is recursive if there is a recursive function /:  N —> {0, 1\ such that f(i) is the

zth place of the sequence.   More generally, for arbitrary such functions /,  the

sequence is said to be recursive in /.   And, if x and y ate sequences, and /

and g such functions, y is said to be recursive in x if x is recursive in /, y

is recursive in   g, and g is recursive in /.   This terminology extends to binary

real numbers in the interval  [0, l].

The recursive real numbers form a field.   The approximating rational-valued

functions for sum, difference, product, and quotient are defined recursively [Rice].

We state without further proof the following lemma.

Lemma 1. // c(0) and d(0) are recursive real numbers, recursively enumer-

ated by any parameter 0, there exists a partial recursive function h: 0 x N —> Q

such that   \c(0)/d(0) - h(0, n)\ < l/n whenever d(0) / 0.

W.   Distributions and recursive distributions.   We now characterize the ran-

dom device.   Consider H and the rj-ring 5 generated by the subsets  H g of H.

We will consider any probability measure f on J as a measure on  H, and through-

out this paper, we will treat only such measures and refer to them simply as dis-

tributions on  H.   A measurable set, then, will be simply an element of 5.   We

note that   H is a member of  S because   H = H     and ifj\H\ = 1.

Definition.   Let ifi be a measure on H.   We will say   ¡/> is a recursive dis-

tribution on  H it there is a recursive function /: 0 x N —> Q  such that   \ifj\H A -

f(0, n)\ < l/n.
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It is an immediate consequence of the definition that if if/ is recursive, then

if/{H g\ is a recursive real number for all d £ 0.

Throughout the discussion, we have in mind the possibility of computation.

When a distribution is recursive, it means that it is possible by using a standard

method to choose random elements according to the distribution.   In fact, this

can be done by repeated tosses (along with some calculation) of a fair coin, or a

suitable simulation of them.    Theorem 7 (SVIII) makes this statement precise.

Further, it may not be surprising that recursive distributions have considerable

structure.   To use the natural phraseology, the "bits" of a generated random ele-

ment  6 may be "independent" with identical or differing probabilities (such as

a coin that comes up heads on the  z'th toss with probability 1/z), or they may be

correlated (which in turn gives rise to the possibility of having certain infinite

sequences occur with positive probability).

There is a particular distribution of interest.   For 6 £ 0 aW p a real num-

ber with 0 < p < 1, and recalling that aid) and bid) ate the number of  l's and

O's,  respectively, in  d,   let  if/{Hg\ = /?a(   '(1 - />)  (   '.   It is well known that i/>

is a measure (see for instance   [Halmos, p. 157, Theorem B], taking  H to be the

cartesian product of countably many two-point spaces).

Theorem 1.   Let p  be a real number with  0 < p < 1.   if/     is recursive if and

only if p  is recursive.

Proof.   Suppose  p is recursive.   Then there is a recursive function f:  N—> Q

such that   \p - fin)\ < 1/n.   if/p{H e\ = pa{6\l - p)b<-9).   This is a polynomial in

p, and on the closed interval  [0, l], its derivative has the upper bound aid) +

bid) = |ö|.   Then, by the law of the mean,

l<Ap«w*>-^*iw0!l<ie| • \P~P*\

tot all p* £ [0, 1].   Now let p*in) = max [0, min [fin • \0\), l]].   Then

gid, n) lef if>pnjH0 \ = p*in)a{6\l - p*in)]b<0)

is a recursive function as aid), bid), and p*in) ate.   As   \p - p*in)\ < l/(n • \d\),

we have  \if/ {Hg\- gid, n)\ < \d\ • l/(n • |0|) = l/w, and hence iff    is recursive.

We have proved one part of the theorem.

Conversely, let if/    be recursive.   For the finite sequence  d - 1, if/ \Hq\ =

p.   Then p is recursive.   This completes the proof.

V.   Admissibility and induced distributions.   We now make precise the nature

of the stochastic recursive calculation.

Definition.   A pair iif/, f) where ^ isa distribution on  H and /: © —» © is

a function, is called admissible if:
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(1) / is recursive and monotone,

(2) for  0 6 0,   He is measurable and \Jj\H\ = 1, and

(3) if/{x £H\ f(x) £ H\= 1.

The third condition for admissibility insures that almost all infinte sequences

are mapped by / into infinite sequences.   It is analogous for stochastic calcu-

lation to the notion that a function is total, rather than partial, recursive.   Sub-

sequently (in §VI), we will give an example to show that the fundamental theorem

does not hold if the restriction is not there.

An admissible pair characterizes the mathematical "software" of a machine-

random device combination.   If if/ is recursive, the admissible pairs  (i/z, /) re-

present stochastic analogues of effective computability.   But we note that even

when z/z and / are both recursive, the pair (ifj, f) may not be admissible.

For a definition to follow, we will need a lemma.

Lemma 2.   If H* C H and H*  is measurable , and f: 0 —»0 is monotone,

then f~  (H*)  is measurable.

Proof.   We show first that for  0 £ 0, f~   (HA) is measurable.   We have

r\He)= ix\  lim /(*(n))e He\ = \x\ ( 3 i)[/(xU)) > 0]} = |J \x\f(x^)>0\.
{ 72— ) 7 = 1

Now for any  z, ix| f(x^') > 0\ is measurable, because it is the union of at most

21 sets  Ha with   |a| = i.   Then /"  (Hg) is a countable union of measurable sets,

hence measurable.

Now let C = \X\ f~  (X) is measurable}.   It is easily seen that C is a rj-field.

C contains  H g for all 0 £ 0, and hence contains any element in the cr-field S

generated by the  Hq.   Since  H* is measurable,  H* £ S.   Hence  H* £ C,  and

/"   (H*) is measurable.   This proves the lemma.

Given any admissible pair  (if/, f), we will speak of the distribution induced

by (if/, /).

Definition.   The distribution  <f> given by

<p¡H*\ = if/\rHH*)\

tot H* C H and H* measurable is said to be induced by an admissible pair

(if/, f), and we say that (if/, f) induces <p. If there is a function / such that

(if/, f) is admissible and induces <p, we say the if/ induces  <7j.

Because of Lemma 2, the induced distribution is well-defined.   A machine-

random device thus induces a new distribution.

Theorem 2.   // if/{, if/2, and if/    are distributions on  H such that if/    induces

if/2  and if/    induces i/r  , then if/    induces i/z,.
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Proof.   Let (i/f., f. A and (</>     /    ) be admissible pairs that induce if)2  and

ip    respectively.   We shall show that there exists a function /,,: © —» © such

that:   (a)  /j     is recursive,  (b)  /.,   is monotone,  (c)   (i/^,/,,) is admissible,

and  (d)   (i/zj,/    ) induces if/

Let /13=/23(/12).

(a) /       is recursive as it is a composition of recursive functions.

(b) Let a<ß.   Then /12(a) < f^iß).  f^ia) = /23t/12(a)] < /23l/12(/8)] =

f.Aß) and /.,   is monotone.

(c) We must show that if/{x £ H\ fx Ax) £ H\ = 1.   We have

if/Jx £ H\ /"13(x) £ H\ = ̂ 1!/"-31(W)i = if/y\[f2iifl2)]-HH)\

= ^1U/"r21(/2-31 )](W)I = ^2{/231(H)i = ^iff| = i.

(d) We show that for each measurable   H* Ç H, if/^H*] = r/^ {/-*(//*)}.   We

have

^3{//*| = tfj2lf-*iH*)\ = if/tf'l [f2¡iH*)]\ = <frA[f2iifl2)]-HH*)\ = ■A1i/-31(W*)|.

This proves the theorem.

VI.   The fundamental theorem.   We come now to the fundamental theorem.

Theorem 3.   Any distribution induced by a recursive distribution is recursive.

Proof,   (i/f, /)  is an admissible pair and induces  cb.   We must consider  cb{Hq\.

With respect to a given   0 6 0, we define sets:

Aid) = {a £ 0| 0 <fia)\,       Bid) = [a £ @| /(a) < 0|.

We note that there may be a £ 0 such that /(ct) is not comparable with 0.   Define

y*(0)= Z WJ    and     zfc(0)= Z <AiWa>-
N = fe; creA(ö) |H=fe;°reß(ö)

We have
(     oc )

yfc(0) = -Aix e «| 0 < /(x(fe))¡ <ifj\\J {x £ H\d < fix(l))\\

= ■#* e f/| (3z)|ô</(x(,'))|l = «A{r1(He)i = 0{wfll

= xfr\x £ H\ (]z)[0</(*(¡))]! <(/>[* e H\ d<fix(k)) or /(x(^)<0[

= if/{x\ 0 < /(x(fe))[ + ,/>ix| fixik)) <d\ = ykid) + zkid).

We have yfe(0) < 0{H5} < yfe(0) + zfe(0).  We show first that lim^M z^(0) = 0.

Define the set

Nkid) = {x £ H\ fix{k))<d\.

N,id) is measurable as it is the union of at most 2    measurable sets.
k
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Nk   j((9)C Nk(0).   Let N(0) = D~=1 N¿0).   N(0) is measurable.   Since if/ is a

finite measure, we have [Halmos, p. 38, Theorem E]

lim   if/\N (0)1 = if/\N(0)\.
k-oa

But we have

N(0) = {x £ H\ f(x) <0\c\x £ H\ f(x) is finite!.

Ni0) is measurable.   Then because  (t/z, /) is admissible and because a measur-

able subset of a set of measure 0 has measure   0, if/\NÍ0)\ = 0.   But zA0) =

if/\Nk(0)\.   Then limk_<xzA0) = O.

We have that <p\Hg\ = lim, ^^ yk(0).   We must show that (p is recursive.

Since ifj is recursive, there is a recursive function g: 0 x N —• Q such that,

for ae0,  l^jf/^j - g(a, n)\ < l/n.   Let ^.«„.l•= g(a, k ■ 2k).   Then  \if/{Hj -

4>k\Ha\\ < l/(k - 2k).

Define

9 So) =
\o\=k; o-eA(6)

and

We have

A0)
\o- \=k;o-€B(6)

■ÂJWc

\yA0)-y\(0)\

<        Z
M=k;o-eA(8)

cr|=fe; 0-€i4(f5)

Mn¿-$ \Hl\<2k .l/(k .2k) = l/k.

Similarly,   \zA.0) - £A.0)\ < l/k.

Since  yA(0) < cp\He] < y A,d) + zA.6), we have  y A.0) - l/k < cp\He\ < y¿6) +

£ ie) + 2/k.   Then   \<f>{He\ - yA.d)\ < \£A.0)\ + 2/k.   Let

k*(d, n) = (pk)[\£k(0)\ + 2/k < l/n]

where  p denotes minimalization.   9A.0) and z,(0) ate recursive in k and 0.

lim,    x £ SO) = 0.   Hence k*(0, n) is recursive.   Define   h(0, n) = yk*,Q    A.0);

h(0, n) is recursive and  \<p\Hg\ - h(0, n)\ < l/n.   This proves the theorem.

We pause in the principal line of development in the paper to reconsider the

restriction in the definition of admissibility, namely:

if/\x £ H\ fix) e «1 = 1.

It might be that, without the restriction, Theorem 3 suitably generalized still

holds.   This possibility is removed by the following counterexample.
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We will choose a recursive and monotone function / such that

if,y\x £ H\f(x) £ H\<\.

if/y  is recursive,  (ifjy, f) will be otherwise admissible, and the induced distribu-

tion <f> will not be recursive.   In particular,  <fAH\ will not be a recursive real

number.

Let g: N —> N be a recursive function such that g(N) is a nonrecursive set.

Let h be the characteristic function of g(N).   Let y = 2oa_l 2~  (   .   y is a non-

recursive real number.

For x £ H U 0, let s(x) = 2 _   2     '.   We will find a recursive, monotone

function /: 0 — 0 such that

U    if  s(x)<y,
f (x) = <

[0   if s(x)>y,

where 0  has length  0.   Then

<p\H\ = if,y\x £ H\ fix) £ H\ = if/1/2\x £ H\ /l» = *|

= if/yJx e //| s(x) < y\ = y.

In the last equality, we use the fact that if/y and s together yield Borel mea-

sure.   Also, we note that a number nonrecursive in the binary sense is nonrecur-

sive in our sense.

Then <p\H\ = cß\HQ\ is nonrecursive and hence <p is nonrecursive.

Finally, we fashion the function f.   Let

Q=   lö e 0| si0)<     Z     2-fe(
( keS(d) \

where

S{0) = \k £ N\ (lj),0Mf)< \6\  and   k = g(j)]\.

For 0 £ fi, s(ö) < y.   Ü is a recursive set.   If a e Q and a < ß, then ß £ Q.

In other words, fi is hereditary.   Let

[6    it  0 £ Ü,
1(d) = i

(0   it 0 ?: Ü.

/ is recursive because A is recursive and /   is monotone because C! is heredi-

tary.   Our example is complete.

We proceed now in the general development.

Definition,   x £ H  is an atom of a distribution ifi if if/\x\ > 0.

The significance of the following theorem is that, while it would follow that

ifj\x\ is recursive for recursive if/, we will show that x itself is recursive.
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Theorem 4.   Every atom of a recursive distribution is recursive.

Proof.   Let x be an atom of a recursive distribution  if/.   Let

rU) = if/Wx{i+l)\/if/{Hx{i)\.

if/{H  ,..! / 0,  since x is an atom,   rii) is the conditional probability of the next

bit of the atom "occurring" after i bits have already occurred.

Since if/{x\ = il00, rii), we have  lim.    ^ rii) = 1, for otherwise x could not

be an atom.   Then there is an  zQ such that for i > z'Q, rii) > 3/4.   From this it

follows that for  i > iQ,  one of the following pair of inequalities holds:

*U'*0 xU,*l xK'*l x^'*0

Now, since if/ is recursive, there is a recursive function g: 0 x N —> Q such

that  \ifi{Hq\ - gid, n)\ < l/n.   For sufficiently large n, we have that either

3g(x(0 *0, n) < g(x(z) * 1, n) + 4/n

or

3g(x(l) *1, n)< gix(l) *0, n) + 4/n

but not both.   Let n*(z) be the minimum n for which that is true.   n*(z) is a

recursive function of i.

where

iO    if  Rik) holds,

Then x = x        * y where

\1     otherwise,

and  Rik) is

g[x°o) * yk_l * 0,     n*ii0 + k- 1)] + 4/n*ii0 + k - l)

>3g[*('0) * yk_x * 1, n*ii0 + k-l)l

Then x  is a finite sequence concatenated with a sequence that is defined in

terms of cases each of which is recursive.   Therefore  x  is recursive.   This com-

pletes the proof.

We include the following corollary already in the literature.

Corollary   [de Leeuw, Moore, Shannon, and Shapiro].   Suppose p, with  0 <

p < 1,  is recursive, if/    induces  cb, and x is an atom of cb.   Then x is recur-

Proof.   Since p  is recursive, if/    is recursive.   Since if/    induces  cb,  cb is

recursive.   Then x is recursive.

This a principal result in the above mentioned paper [Theorem 3, p. 193].

It is included here to demonstrate the power of the general methods.
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Actually, a somewhat stronger result is obtained in the previous paper:   Sup-

pose p  is any real number with  0 < p < 1, if/     induces  <p, and x is an atom of

<p.   Then x is recursive in p.

VII.   Calculability of functions.   We   return to the question raised earlier

that asked whether a construction (most generally, that of evaluating a function),

not available deterministically, might exist through the possibility of probabilistic

calculation.

Through the correspondence of Turing machines with recursive functions, we

envisage a machine corresponding to a function g and the machine augmented

with a random device characterized by a distribution if/.   Let (z/z, g) induce  <f>.

We will describe what it might mean to calculate a function / with sucha machine.

The output is an infinite sequence x £  H.   There is a natural identification

of sequences and functions.   Let x in) denote the number of successive  l's  im-

mediately following the  72th-0  of x.   If there is not an 72th  0,  the function x  in)

is undefined for 72.   The particular identification employed here is not the only

one that is possible.   But any other scheme, for total functions, can be reduced

to this by composition with g.

Let  H   = \x £ H\ x contains an infinite number of 0's[.   H    denotes the set

of sequences for which  x in) is defined for all 72.   It is measurable and we will

say that <p is proper if <p\H  } = 1.   This is analogous to the similar condition

for admissibility.   It is a necessary condition for computation.   In this section

we will suppose that cp is proper.

Although x in) is determined by x, x  itself is stochastic.   We must prescribe

the definition of /.   Let

w An, m) = <p\x £ H\ x^in) = t?z¡.

We consider three functions that can be defined:

(1) /*(t2) = 772. if w^in, m) > 1/2,

(2) /**(72) = 722  if w An, m) > wAn, i) tot all  i / 272,

(3) f***in) = 772   if wAn, m) > 0 and  722 = min.[w An, j) > w An, i) for all  z'l.

We have that domain (/*) C domain (/**) C domain (/***). '

These are the weakest definitions we can imagine to impart to the notion of

a function being calculable by probabilistic means.   For every proper distribution

r/j, these functions are defined.   Conversely, if a function is to be calculable in

the probabilistic sense, it must be possible to produce such a <f>.   We leave the

method of doing this unspecified.

We indicate the nature of these functions when   <f> is recursive, before we

give the proofs below.   The demonstration is included there that if cf>  is recur-

sive, there are recursive rational approximations to wAn, m).
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(1) For given n, we examine w An, m) for successive candidates for 777,

m = 0, 1, 2,-   If there is an m,  it is found recursively as the one for which

wAn, m) is bounded above 1/2.   Then the function /*  is partial recursive.

(2) For given n, we consider the first k candidates for ttz together.   If there

is an  t??, there comes a sufficiently large  k such that what remains out of 1  from

the sum of the wAn, i),  i = 0, • • • , k, so fat, is less than the largest wAn, i)

that has already appeared.   Then 777 is among the first k candidates, and if there

is a largest, it may be found recursively.   Hence /** is partial recursive.

(3) For given n, we again examine candidates for ttz such that izz , (n, ttz) is

maximum.   If this maximum is shared by more than one candidate, we discriminate

among the arguments of w An, m) to choose the minimum.   But this case is dif-

ferent, as it is not a recursive process to determine if two recursive real numbers

are equal.   It follows that computation, in general, is not feasible.   We will include

an example below to show that   /*** need not be recursive.

We call a function if/-calculable if it is obtained by the probabilistic means

given by (1) or (2).

We proceed to prove the statements we have made.

Theorem 5.   // cb is a recursive proper distribution on hi and

wAn, ttz) = (b{x £ H\ x  in) = m\,

then

(a) if f*(n) = ipm)[wAn, ttz) > 1/2], then f*  is a partial recursive function;

(b) if f**(n) = ipm)[w^in, m) > w An, i) ¡or all i / ttz], then /**  z's a par-

tial recursive function.

Proof.   We show first that there is a recursive function w: N x N x N —» Q such

that   |zz^(n, 777) - win, m, k)\ < 1/k.   Let  A^      = [0 £ @| 0 is the initial segment

of a sequence x £ II having least length such that necessarily x"(n) = 777!.   Then,

for all x £ Hn, xnin) = m if and only if there is an i such that i(,)e/i       ; and
72,772

if a, ß £ An^ and a / ß, then Ha and Hß ate disjoint.   Then {x £ Hn\ x#(n)

= ttz!, as the union of a countable number of H g,  is measurable, and wAn, m) =

y.eeAn<m cbWgi

Since  cb is recursive, there is a recursive function h: 0 x N -. Q  such that

\cb{Hg\ - hid, k)\ < 1/k.   Also,  0 £ An      is a recursive relation in 0, n, and ttz.

The number of 0 such that  |0| < k is ~2k+1 - 1.   Let

uin, m, k)= Z \bid,2k . 2k+1)
Is* LcAnim,\e\^k I 2¿-2fe+1

We have that zz(n, ttz, k) < w An, m).   Also
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k

wAn,m)<l-      Yi        uin,j,2k2)    =   vin, m, k),

7 = 0; Jim

where  u and v are recursive, and converge in k to   w An, m).   Let

kin, m, k) = ipk*)[vin, 722, k*) - uin, m, k*) < l/k].

Then let tí(22, 272, k) = u[n, m, kin, m, k)].   We have shown that to An, m) is re-

cursively approximated by   îuin, m, k).

We now complete the proof of the theorem.

(a) ¡An) = K[ipz)\win, Kiz), Liz)) > 1/2 + 1/Liz)\] where  fix, y) = z,   Kiz)

= x, and  Liz) = y ate recursive pairing functions. Then /*is partial recursive,

as there is at most one  m £ N such that w An, m) > 1/2.

We note that (a) is also true where r is any recursive real number with r >

1/2,  and  r replaces  1/2  in the above.

(b) Define the relation   R(n, m, k) on  N x N x N to be the conjunction of

w(n, m, k) > win, j, k) + 2/k       for all  j / m and   ]' < k

and
k

win, 272, k) > 1 - ^2 ™(n, j, k2) + 2/k.

7=0

R(t2, 722, k) is a recursive relation.

It follows that if R(t2, 772, k) holds for some  772 > 0 and k>l, then /**(r2)

= ?72, and if ~ R(n, m, k) holds for all  722 > 0 and k > 1,  then f**(n) is undefined.

/**(») =K[Ljz)R(n, Kiz), Liz))]

where jix, y) = z,  Kiz) = x,   and Liz) = y ate again the pairing functions.    Then

/**  is partial recursive.   This proves   the theorem.

We now give the example showing that f***  need not be recursive.

Example.   There is a  recursive, proper distribution <p such that

/***(tz) = min [w^ in, j) > 0 and   w^ in, j) > w^ in, i) for all   i]

and f***   is total, binary-valued, and nonrecursive.

Proof.   We denote the positive integers by /V+.   Let Rin, m) be a recursive

relation on N+x N+ such that iJm)Rin, m) is not recursive on N+.   We will

produce a  cf> such that

(0    with probability  7^(72),
x"in)=   I

(1     otherwise,

where

il/2 -l/2m*(72)    if   i3m)Rin, m),
vin) =   1

(1/2      if   ~ (3t7z)R(72,  ttz)
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and TTz*(n) = ipm)Rin, m).

Then

/***(») =

0    if ~ Om)Rin, m),

1     if  Om)Rin, m),

in other words, /*** is the characteristic function of ~ iJm)Rin, m),

vin) has the rational approximations

Í1/2 -l/2m*(»)    if  ilm)&kRin, ttz),

|l/2-l/2/e if ~ Qm)£kRin, ttz),

such that  \vin) - hin, k)\ < 1/k.   h is recursive because  R is recursive.

Let if/ be a distribution on  H such that if/{x £ H\ x   = 0\ = vin).   A mea-

sure that has this property is defined by

hin, k) =

lf/{Hg\  = Il        vin)
72 = 1: 6   =0

Il        Ü - vin))
n*V,6  =1

for  0 £ 0.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, if/ can be shown to be recursive by means of

hin, k).

We will find g  such that iiff, g) induces  cb.

There is a natural 1-1  correspondence between x £ H and functions x :

N+ —> ¡0, 1[ by means of x(z') = x..   For any x £ H, there is a unique y £ H

such that y"(0) = 0 and y" = x.   Define  G:  H — H such that [G(x)]# = x .   Then

there is a recursive, monotone function g: © —> 0 such that g = G.   Let iifi, g)

induce  cb.   It follows that

(1) giH)CH»,

(2) g(H) = [x £ Hn\ xn  is binary valued!,

(3) cb{H*\=l,

(4) cb{x £ Hn\ xn   is binary valued! = 1,

(5) cb{x e/i"| xHn)= 0\ = vin).

Hence f*** is total, binary valued, and nonrecursive, although cS is a re-

cursive, proper distribution.   This completes the example.   It is interesting to

note that in this case /**   agrees with /*** where /** is defined, and it is

identically  1.

We turn now to the notion of effective calculability.   As in the deterministic

case, there must exist an algorithm for the calculation—effective in the sense

that there is a finite description that enables us to calculate any specific value

of the function, the same description to cover all arguments in the domain of the

function.   Church's thesis, enunciated in 1936 [Church], suggests that the only

effectively calculable functions are recursive.   Now extend this (necessarily

informal) meaning of algorithm to include the possible introduction of random
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elements (that is, the description of their realization).   Relative to Church's

thesis, such an algorithm can mean only an admissible pair (if/, g) where if/ is

recursive.   We will call a function ifr-effectively calculable it there is any algo-

rithm at all, in general probabilistic, that yields the function.

Church 's thesis is not a statement about stochastic algorithms and would

not have been infringed upon even if the results of this paper were contrary to

the ones actually obtained.   And perhaps these results are not surprising.   Yet

in a sense, they do provide, relative to the thesis, an extension of it:   Every in-

effectively calculable function is recursive.

VIII.   A partial order on distributions.   We begin the exploration of the char-

acter of distributions that induce and are induced by other distributions.

Theorem 6.   For all p with  0 < p < 1,  (a)  if/    is atom-free, (b)   if if/  in-

duces  if/  , then if/  is atom-free.

Proof,   (a)  For y £ H,

i/Ay\= um pa^k)Hi-P)Hy{k)) = o.
k-oo

Then y cannot be an atom of if/  ■T P

(b)  Suppose, to the contrary, that ifi induces ifi    and x is an atom of if/.

Then there is a recursive function /: 0 —' 0 such that (ip, /) induces ifj  .   Let

y = f(x).   Then y is an atom of if/  ■   Hence x cannot be an atom of if/.

This proves the theorem.   We note that the proof of (b) holds as well for any

atom-free measure  <f> in place of if/   ■

We see that if if/  and  <f> ate both recursive, it is not necessarily true that

if/ induces c5.   It may be that if/, though recursive, is not "smooth" enough—it

may have atoms.   We can show, however, that if r/S is recursive, there is a non-

trivial class of distributions that induce it.

Theorem 7.   // cf>  is a recursive distribution on  H, then if/v  induces  <f>.

Proof.   In what follows,  a e 0 is an initial segment of x, the input se-

quence.   0 £ 0  is an initial segment of the output sequence.   Let

(<pi»S*oW\"0\   if #tft?i¿0,
r(0)=  I

'0    otherwise,

where  r(0) is the conditional probability <p\H^     ¡.   Then, by Lemma 1 (§111),

there exists a partial recursive function  h: 0 x N —> Q  such that   \ri0) - hi0, n)\

< l/n whenever  <f>\Hq\ / 0.

For x £ H u 0,  let six) = 2W\ x. • 2~\   The function s: 0 -^ Q is re-
1= 1        2 ^

cursive.
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We define sets Aid) and Bid):

Aid) = {a £ 0| sia) < hid, \a\) - 2/ \a\\,

Bid) = {a £ @| sia) > hid, \a\) + 2/ \a\\,

where  a £ Aid) and  a £ Bid) ate partial recursive relations.

If cb{Hg\ / 0 and x £ H, we will show that

(a) six) < rid) iff ilk)[x(k) £.4(0)],

(b) six) > rid)  iff ilk)[x(k) £Bid)].

We prove (a).   Suppose  ilk)[x(k) £ Aid)].   Since

k 2 1

Vx. -2-'<hid,k)-- <rid)- -
^' k k
2 = 1

we have

T,xr2-< = Zxr2->+    Z   x.
2=1 2 = 1 2=fe+l

■   2"

<yx..2-' + —< rid)- l + l<rid).
- ^   i ?k k     2k

2 = 1

Conversely, suppose  six) < rid).   Then there is a  ze  such that six     ) + 2/k <

hid, k).   Then x(k) £ Aid).   This proves (a); (b) is proved similarly.

Let Cid) = Aid) u ß(0).   a £ C(0) is a partial recursive relation.

We will show that almost all x £ H,  under the distribution xfiy, have some

initial segment in  C(0).   This follows from

if/l/2{x £ H\ Ok)[x(k) £ Cid)]\ = if/y2{x £ H\six)<rid) or s(x)>r(0)¡

= l-z/r    \x £ H\ six) = r(d)\ = l- lim (-)   =1.

The motivation for what follows is that we choose successive bits accord-

ing to iffy. (This corresponds to tossing a "fair" coin.) When, with a chosen,

sia) < rid), we output 0; when sia) > rid), we output 1. Then for the new rid),

a new  a is chosen.

Let Did) = {a £ C(0)|  if a' < a, then a' 4 Cid)\, where  a £ Did) is a par-

tial recursive relation.

For a. £ ©, a can be written uniquely as a =■ yr , * y, , * ... * y. , * 8

where y^ is the sequence of bits that produces the &th output bit, and zrz is

maximum with  ttz > 0.   More precisely,   yr, -, = o" where

k*[d{k~1]] = ipk)[aw £ Cid(k~l))].

We must now define a recursive and monotone function /: 0 —> 0 that, to-

gether with  if/y,  induces  cb.
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Let fi0) = 0.   For each successive input bit i, let 8  =8 *i.   If 8   4

D[fiY[i] * ... * y[m])], let fia) =/(yri] * ... * y[m]).   If S> e D{f(y^ * ... * y^)],

let /(a) = /(y[1] * ... * y^-j) * £ where

(0   if 8' £ A[fiyU]* ... *y[m])],

)l     if 8' £ B\Jiy[l]* ..- *Y[m])l

The function / is monotone.   It is expressible by means of a multiple recursion

and hence is recursive.   We have that if/y induces <p.   The theorem is proved.

In the following theorem, we note that p need not be recursive.

Theorem 8.   // p  is any real number with 0 < p < I, then if/    induces i/z   .

Proof.   We mention by way of motivation that a "p coin" is tossed in pairs

until a nonhomogeneous pair is obtained.   Then the output bit is, say, the last

bit of the first pair for which that occurs.   0 and   1  will occur each with proba-

bility  1/2.

We define subsets  A  and  B  oí 0:

A = \a £ 0| (|o"|  is even) and (the last two bits differ) and (no previous pair

differ) and (ff|CT| = 0)i,

B = \a £ 0| (|zj| is even) and (the last two bits differ) and (no previous pair

differ) and Ccri   , = 1)¡.

A  and  B are recursive sets.   Let  D = A u B.   D is recursive, as   A and   B

ate.   Again, almost all x £ H under if/     have some initial segment in D.

For a £ 0, a can be written uniquely with maximum pi in the form: a =

y      * ... * y       * 8 where 772 > 0 and y^-,, £ D for k >1.

We define a function /: 0 —* 0 by fia) = yr -, * ... * y ' , where yl , is

the last bit of yrky The function / is recursive and monotone. Then if/ in-

duces ifiy.   This completes the proof of the theorem.

We summarize the previous two results.

Theorem 9.   // p  is any real number such that  0 < p < 1  and <f> is a recur-

sive distribution on  H,• then   if/    induces  <b.P r

Proof.   Theorems 7 and 8, followed by Theorem 2.

Theorems 3 and 7 together show that the distributions induced by if/y ate

those, and only those, that are recursive. We can ask: what distributions in-

duce  if/y?   To that question we have the following partial answer.

Theorem 10.   // if/  is a recursive and atom-free distribution on  H, then if/

induces i/z

Proof.   We begin with a definition.
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Definition.   For x, y 6 H, x is dominated by y  ix -< y) if for some  i > 1,

x(ï_1' = y(ï_1) and x. = 0 and y. = 1.    -< is a total ordering on  H.   Recall that

s is the natural map of H to the closed interval [0, l].   We have that x-< y iff

six) < siy).

Let A   = [x £ H\ x < y[.   For A C 0 and X C H, let A * X = [a * x| a e

A  and x £ X\.

By Lemma 1 (§111), we have, as  d * Ha= Hg  a, that there exists a partial

recursive function w: 0x0x/V —> Q  such that

\if/{d* Hj/if,{Hg\-wid, a,n)\ <l/n

whenever iff{Hg\ / 0.

We will obtain partial recursive approximations to z/f[0 * A   \/ift{Hg\, which

represents, whenever iff{Hg\ / 0, the relative measure of those sequences that

follow  0 and are dominated by x.

Define  u, v:   © x © —• 0  by

uid, a) = Z a,
2=1 L

K0, a (2-1) 0, |a| • 2'")
a! . 2!

(0, a(!-n* 0, |a| .2')-7v(0, a) = 1 - X (1 - a .)

2 = 1

As  ix*  is partial recursive,  « and  v ate also.

We shall show that

(1) uid, xM) < ifj{0 * \\/iff{He\ < vid, xM),

(2) limB-oo«(0, xM) =Xif/{d * Ax\/iP{Hg\ = üm^ vid, xM)

First, for x £ H,

a\ ■ 2l

A   = U   HJi-i:
z'=l;x.=l

*0

and

H-Ax = {x\u     (J      H .
X •   i        _n     x *1

2=1; x  =0
2

From the first of these it follows that whenever if/{Hg\ / 0,

if/{d* A  ! ^ö*H(i._n
■ = Z *,-

z = l

* 0

•Air/, ■Aiw,

and from the second, as  (/»jx! = 0, that

ip{d * A

Wt

iff{d*H \

1-  £   (l_x.)-*('"1)*1
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Then, for 72 > 0,

if/\0 * A

IRWIN MANN iMarch

ip\H6
---u(0,xM)

if/\0*H
(2-I) *o

2 = 1 if/{Ht
Z*,
2 = 1 L

/(6,xu-l) *0, 72 . 2l)

72   .  2'J

= Yx.[s   .
¿—f       l\       72,   2

where

and

i=l

8    .
72,   2

72   •  2'

if,\d*H \
*0

if/{H,
~ WÍ0, X{i~ ̂    *0,   72   • 2À

<     =       Z
72 ¿—

2=72+1

if/\0* H  (._1;
* 0

v>l//i

From the definition of w,   \8    .1 < 1/(72 • 2l), and since'     '     72,2'

W * ff (f-i)   ^Wfl S < >>!tf * // (¿_1)}/^{f/0 !

and z/z is atom-free,  lim     „ e   = 0.   Hence  0 < ¿5    . + l/(« • 2¿) s 2/(72 • 2').   Then
n — 00     77 77,7

0 <
ifj{0 * A

-AS
* A I "      / 1     \
—JL - «(0, *<»')= Vx    ¿5      + -^—
"^ 7 = 1       "V"" -27

<ZK,
i'=l  \ n . 2 2 = 1 72   -  2

I « 72 "

This proves that

lim   ui0,x(n))
ifj\0 * Ax

The similar fact for v instead of zz is proved similarly.

We next show that

if/\x £ H\ z/>|AJ<l/2! = l/2.

We have that x -< y iff six) < s(y).   Let p(x) = if/\s~ l[0, x]} for 0 £ x < 1.   p(0)

= 0 because if/ is atom-free, and p(l) = 1  because ifr{H\ = 1.   p is monotone non-

decreasing because  if/ is nonnegative, and p  is continuous because if/ is atom-

free.   Let
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K~ = {x £ [0, l]| pix)<l/2\,

K° = {x £ [O, 131 pix) = l/2\

K+ = {x £ [0, 1]| p(x)>l/2\,

0 £ K~    and   1   £ K .   Because   p   is continuous, p must take on every value

between 0 and  1.   Then  K    is not empty, and it is closed.   Let zz = gib K    and

v = lub K°.   Then

K"=[0, u),       K° = [u, v],       K+=iv, 1].

Now, because if/  is atom-free,

if/{x £ H\ if/{Ax\<l/2\ = if/{x £ H\ if/{s-H0, s(x)]S<l/2!

= if/{x £ H\ six) £ K~\ = if/{x £ H\ six) £ [0, zz)i

= z7>[s-1[0, Z7)! = l>[s-1[0, «1U piu) = l/2

because  u £ K .

This proves that

if/{x £ H\ ifj{Ax\ <l/2! = 1/2.

A similar proof shows that

ip{x £ H\ if/{AJ>l/2\ = l/2.

It follows that

if/{x £ H\ t/f{\J = l/2j = 0.

Finally, define a function g: © x © —» 0 by:

10      if  uid, /3)<l/2 <«v(0, ß) for ail ß< a,

\0\    if minß^a\vid,ß)\ <l/2,

ill    if  maxß^a\uid, ß)\ >l/2.

We have that g  is partial recursive; it is defined for all a e® whenever if/{Hg\

7^ 0;  and it is monotonie in  a.   For x £ H  such that if/{d *A   i/i/vjfzg! < 1/2,

there is an n such that g(0, xM) = [0i; and for x e H such that i/'ÍO * A }/ift{Hg\

> 1/2,  there is an  n such that  g(0, x(n)) = {1\.

Now, g can be used to define a monotone partial recursive function h: 0 —»

0 such that for almost all inputs x £ H, there is a sequence xr,n, xr.-i, • • • ,Li [!J     L2J
such that x = xfj, *^r2] *• • • and, letting xl     = xr j-, * • - • * xr ->,, we have

*(*t«l * r) = /b(x[»l) * g(xI"Í, r)   tor all n > 0 and r < xr     ,,.— —       [72+1J

Since h is partial recursive, there exists a recursive relation R on 9 x N

and a recursive function  U: N —> 0 such that ¿(0) = c/[(/z.nM0, n)].

Let the function ;:  © x N —>© be defined by
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N       \hi0)    it  Om)[m < 72 and   RÍO, m)],
jiO,n) =

[0        otherwise.

j is a recursive function.   Let the function /: 0 —> 0 be defined by

fi0)=     max      /(0(I'\|0|).
0Sis|f?|

Then / is recursive and it can be seen that it is monotone,   iif/, f) induces i/z,,.

This proves the theorem.

We have immediately the following generalization of Theorem 8.

Corollary.   A?2y recursive atom-free distribution induces any recursive dis-

tribution.

Proof.   Theorems 7 and 10, followed by Theorem 2.

We define a partial order on distributions.   We will say for if/ and  <f> distri-

butions on  H, that <f> ■<. if/ it ifj induces  (p.   We say that c5 ~ if/ if (f> ̂ if/ and

i/j < <p.   And  <p -< if/ it (p <! if/ and not if/ ~ <f>.

The partial order ■<. is reflexive and transitive.   Under the equivalence re-

lation ~, we can refer to the equivalence class of i/z as  [if/].   The partial order

extends to the equivalence classes.

[i/zw] consists of the recursive atom-free distributions on  H.   It is true that

[if/y] is not lowest in the partial order, as  i/z     induces (Theorem 7), and is not in-

duced by (Theorem 6), recursive, non-atom-free distributions.   And from Theorems

1, 3, and 8, it follows that if p,  0 < p < 1,  is a nonrecursive real number, then

There remain open questions.   We do not know, for instance, whether ifi     in-

duces  ifi    when  q  is recursive in  p,  though the converse is strongly indicated

by ideas similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 3.

In the more general framework, we can ask whether every atom-free distribu-

tion is an element of some   [i/z  ],  that is, can such a distribution be characterized

for the partial order by a single real number?   Alternatively, this would be pre-

cluded by a result that is entirely possible:   there exist atom-free distributions

that induce no recursive atom-free distribution.   As distributions may have much

more structure than number-theoretic functions, we must count the last of these

as more likely.   On these questions hinge whether the partial order on distribu-

tions is equally rich, or richer, than that of degrees of unsolvability.
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